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Basher Science: Physics, Why Matter Matters! created and illustrated by Simon Basher, Written by

Dan Green:Imagine physics as a community full of wacky characters--the building blocks of the

universe each with a unique personality. This book throws open the doors and welcomes you into

their amazing world. From gravity to the theory of relativity, this unique book provides visual

interpretations of complex concepts, designed to make learning physics easier and a whole lot more

fun!
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A fave of my child.My child carries this everywhereeven during their school's 3-day out of townfield

trip.I find it a bit unusual for a child to do thatas,usually you would see them preferfairy tale

storybooks or books about fables...But this one,I get feedbacks like,"it's so much fun,I love the

drawings/pictures and It's easy to understand".



Amazing. Fantastic. My 6 and 8 year old love this book. I bought it because my sister (their aunt)

has a Ph.D in physics and I wanted a kids book that explained some of the concept of what she

does. What surprised me is the elegance and creativity of the illustrations and the writing. It is not

something you see often in kids books. I found the words stayed with me and the kids. The kids

would refer to the "friends" and could tell me about the different concepts days later. Definitely get it

if you have kids curious about the world and you want to give them broad awareness of how the

universe works.

I bought several of the Basher series of books based on other reviews and have not been

disappointed. My 3 1/2 year old son wanted us to read him the books as soon as he saw the covers

- so that definitely grabbed his attention. He has asked for them to be read repeatedly so it's not just

a first sight curiosity. I don't expect him to really understand most of the concepts but it's good to

introduce just the words and ideas into his head and he enjoys it. These books aren't meant to be

detailed explanations but are high level concept overviews and it does a good job at that.

I can imagine a whole lot of better ways they could have written a book on Physics for toddlers or

small children. The drawings are not especially cute or appealing, there are no stories to catch the

imagination, no character interaction or dialog, nothing that would get a small child interested in the

subject. Each page is just a disparate explanation of some single phenomenon or particle, with no

connection to any other page in the book. The explanations are in the first person, as if the particles

or phenomena were characters explaining themselves to the child. Some of them are a little cute or

fun. Overall though they seem to me to lack much imagination or charm. And some of the

explanations are just a bit dubious. I'll try reading this to our little girl as she grows older, but I'm not

too confident this will inspire any love of physics in her.

A bit in depth for a 7 year old....but with careful explanation it is certainly an informative book!

Not nearly as kid friendly as advertised. Even I found writing patronizing and quite confusing. Okay,

it's physics, but jeepers.

Definitely recommend this book

My son is almost 10 and in the 4th grade. He recently got Simon Basher's "The Periodic Table" from



a school book order and he was sold on these books! He loves the illustrations and they seem to

help him be able to conceptualize these topics. Immediately he wanted all of the books and since

they are so fun as well as educational I just couldn't say no!I definitely recommend any of Simon

Basher's books for kids.
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